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Singapore Zoo with Transfer, Breakfast with Orangutans Option. Meet your guide upon hotel pickup in Singapore for a
comfortable, air-conditioned ride first to the ticket collection center, then to the Singapore Zoo.

Best Value Destinations For Head to the capital, Sofia, for reasonably priced hotels, transport and sites. Head
in summer to the Algarve for a cheap family holiday; Lisbon has great food and cheap transport; European
surfers love it due to its proximity. Greece has had a hard few years. Tourism is down, which means that
prices have come down, too, to try to win them back. Sure, you can go to Venice and the Amalfi Coast and
spend a ton of money; or you can head to Puglia, Basilicata and Calabria for more budget-friendly options,
equally delicious eats and a relaxed pace. The combination of great beaches and stunning natural sites like the
Bacuit Archipelago make it a great pick for those new to the region and old hands. Best Cities For The
long-time tourist draw takes on the the title of World Design Capital in Get outdoors and enjoy all the
surrounding nature has to offer, from nearby skiing, hiking and biking; or head to the many shops and
restaurants sprinkled around town. The often-overlooked Adelaide should have a big The city has just
completed a multimillion dollar refurbishment of the "Oval", which links the center of the city with the more
historic parts farther north. Add new boutiques and eateries and Adelaide is ready to take front and center in
Australia. Now a European Capital of Culture, the Baltic city will play host to cultural celebrations all year
long. Wrigley Field turns years old in Think 19th century sugar boom architecture and rich history. But now
you have even more reason: Best Countries For For non-history buffs, the towns of Bruges, Antwerp and
Ghent might be old, but the food and drink is surprisingly new. Rio is cracking down on crime and the entire
country is improving infrastructure. Of course, the many beaches and mountains are quite the draw, too. Plus,
is the "year of the homecoming," which urges the Scottish diaspora to come back to the mother land by
celebrating its culture and history. Edinburgh seen here will also host an International Festival next summer.
Long known as a spot for more well-off travelers, now more economical options are popping up, thanks to
more airline competition and budget-friendly hotels. Mexico has rebounded big time in the past few years and
between the plethora of hotels, beaches, and cultural sites there are a myriad of reasons to visit our neighbor to
the south. Once under-the-radar, the draw of safaris, beaches and mountain hikes is grabbing the spotlight
away from the usual haunts of Kenya, Tanzania and Zambia.
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I want emails from Lonely Planet with travel and product information, promotions, advertisements, third-party offers, and
surveys. I can unsubscribe any time using the unsubscribe link at the end of all emails.

3: Lonely Planet Singapore : Lonely Planet :
Singapore's hectare botanic wonderland is a Unesco World Heritage Site and one of the city's most arresting attractions.
Established in , it's a tropical Valhalla peppered with glassy lakes, rolling lawns and.

4: Singapore Named Lonely Planet's Top Country To Visit In | HuffPost Life
Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher. Lonely Planet Singapore is your passport to the most relevant,
up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you.
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